
Customer case: Alfa Laval

With our  help, Alfa Laval has created a structured quality process where testing of their systems 
is integrated with development. The results? Improved cost efficiency, reduced lead times and 
increased quality in every delivery.

A STRATEGIC AND STRONG PARTNERSHIP

Alfa Laval IT handles maintenance and development of 
existing and new software solutions for Alfa Laval AB. In 
total, they are responsible for over 600 applications – sales 
ERP systems, product configuration solutions, public and 
partner portals, HR support systems and much more. 
As their strategic partner, we manage the software quality 
assurance activities at Alfa Laval IT. Our partnership also 
extends into Project Management, Business Analysis and 
Software Development. During 2019, we have helped Alfa 
Laval IT adopt SAFe (Scaled Agile Framework), and we are 
also contributing with core competence in the adoption of 
the DevOps methodology.

Our total delivery includes approximately 40 consultants. 
Roughly half of the consultant hours are delivered from our 
nearshore office in Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina.

SUCCESSFUL NEARSHORING

Since 2013, we have successfully served Alfa Laval with 
high-quality nearshore services ranging over a wide area 
of competence and at a very competitive price level. With 
our Extended Teams governance model, we maintain a 
minimum of overhead costs and ensure that no quality 
gaps appear. The governance model is also one of the key 
success factors regarding scaling projects. 

Nearshoring to Sarajevo combines several advantages that 
align perfectly with Alfa Laval’s needs. One of the benefits 
is access to highly skilled consultants when scaling up 
operations. Sarajevo offers a good recruitment base thanks 
to the highly qualified candidates produced by the many 
universities and technical institutions in the city. Another 
advantage is the culture, which is similar to the Swedish 
approach in terms of leadership, responsibility, integrity, 
loyalty and business ethics. This facilitates cooperation on 
all levels.

ENSURING QUALITY IN EVERY DELIVERY

CUSTOMER:
Alfa Laval, a world leader in heat transfer,  
separation and fluid handling.

OUR ASSIGNMENT:
Software quality assurance activities at Alfa Laval 
IT, and a partnership that stretches into Project 
Management, Business Analysis and Software 
Development.

THE NEARSHORE UNIT IN BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

Our unit in Sarajevo has many years’ experience of 
successful distance deliveries to the European market. 
We know how to reach the best results and how to 
avoid common obstacles. Professional, accurate 
knowledge transfer is an essential part of the process, 
and so is finding the right match between competence 
and assignment.

The staff at the Sarajevo unit are proficient English 
speakers. The excellent working conditions, fabulous 
office environment and continuous skills development 
result in a very low employee turnover rate.
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PROJECTS

”We view System Verification not as a supplier,  but as a strategic partner in test and Quality Assurance.”

FOURFOLD FUNCTIONALITY DEVELOPMENT

Today, Alfa Laval has quadrupled the amount of new 
functionality they are able to develop – with increased 
release quality. This was achieved through us creating a 
scope for release management. We introduced a structure 
for organizing test and reporting bugs. In parallel, the 
requirements specification was improved – a critical step to 
ensure defined goals are met.

”Now, the teams working with development deliveries can 
focus more on new functionality than on fixing bugs. Price 
performance has increased.”

CAROL ROGERS, 
MANAGER COMPETENCE CENTER TEST, ALFA LAVAL

COMMON FRAMEWORKS CUT COSTS

In addition to test strategies, we also developed a common 
framework for test automation. Previously, each IT project 
had its own licences, tools and equipment. This resulted in 
unnecessary costs. Today, these activities are coordinated by 
the Test & Training competence centre.

As the frameworks now can be re-used, costs can be 
reduced and projects begin test automation faster.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY IN ALL IT PROJECTS

Alfa Laval has significantly improved efficiency in all IT 
projects. The organisation has moved from working in silos 
to sharing processes and re-using knowledge. Effective tools 
have reduced administration time. We are responsible for 

test strategies, and we coordinate projects through provision 
of testing resources with the right skills and knowledge, both 
onsite and nearshore.

”It’s always a pleasure to work with System Verification. 
Today, they function as a natural part of our organisation.”

MORTEN TRUELSEN,  
MANAGER COMPETENCE CENTER CORPORATE IT, 
ALFA LAVAL

ANALYSIS REVEALED: TEST STRATEGIES NEEDED

When performing an analysis based on the Test Process 
Improvement (TPI)® model, we identified a need for test 
strategies. Consequently, Alfa Laval asked us to create a 
template portfolio. Alfa Laval also decided that from then 
on, every IT project must have a test strategy. Based on 
how our cutting-edge competence complemented their 
own organisation, Alfa Laval decided to give us a strategic 
advisory role in Test & Training.

NEW SOFTWARE TOOLS TAKE EFFICIENCY TO 
NEW HEIGHTS

With a high-maturity test process in place, specific software 
tools were needed to ensure continued efficiency gains. Alfa 
Laval consulted us, and made the decision to implement 
Microsoft® Visual Studio® Team Foundation Server (TFS) 
for test and defect management. This led to the test 
development processes being combined into a single, 
standardized process, guided by agile working methods. 
Yet another outcome was an increased awareness about the 
importance of testing.

Development of 
new functionality 
increased by

Strategic partner and Common test automation 
framework results in higher 
efficiency and

Total number of team 
members (including 
nearshore):

4X QA advisor lower costs40
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